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Military Court - Judea  1 
 2 
Appearing before the Presiding Judge: Major Yair Tirosh  3 
   Judge: Major Dalia Kaufman 4 
   Judge: Major Zeev Afik 5 
 6 
The Military Prosecution 7 
(Represented by First Lieutenant Rani Amer)  8 

vs. 9 
 10 

Defendant: Saleh Subhi Da’ud Dar Musa ID 933470130 / Prison Service – present 11 
(Represented by Attorney Iliya Theodori – present) 12 
 13 
Court Reporter: Sergeant Mary-Anne Gurevich 14 
Interpreter: First Sergeant Karim Salama 15 

 16 
The Presiding Judge opens the session and identifies the Defendant. 17 
 18 

Proceedings of the Hearing 19 
 20 

 21 

Defense Attorney: I would like permission for my client to withdraw his plea of not guilty. 22 

 23 

Decision 24 
 25 

We are allowing the Defendant to withdraw his plea of not guilty. 26 

 27 
Handed down and published today, July 14, 2005 in open court and in the presence of the parties. 28 
 29 
[signature]   [signature]    [signature] 30 
Judge    Presiding Judge   Judge 31 
 32 
The Court explains to the Defendant that it is not bound to the plea bargain reached between the parties. 33 
 34 
Defense Counsel: I explained the indictment to my client, he understands it and admits to it. 35 
 36 
Defendant: My attorney explained what has been attributed to me in the indictment, I understood it and I admit 37 
to it. 38 

Verdict 39 
 40 

Based on his admission of guilt, the Defendant is convicted of the following offenses: 41 
a. Membership and activity in an illegal organization, pursuant to Regulation 85(1)(a) of the Defense 42 
Regulations. 43 
b. Rendering services for an illegal organization, pursuant to Regulation 85(1)(a) of the Defense 44 
Regulations (three counts). 45 
c. Intentionally causing death, pursuant to article 51(a) of the Security Orders (16 counts). 46 
d. Attempt to intentionally cause death, pursuant to article 51(a) of the Security Orders and articles 19 47 
and 20 of the Order about Rules of Criminal Liability (two counts). 48 
Handed down and published today, July 14, 2005, in open court and in the presence of the parties. 49 
[signature]   [signature]    [signature] 50 
Judge    Presiding Judge   Judge 51 
 52 
Prosecutor: There is no evidence for punishment. 53 
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Prosecutor: There is no evidence for punishment. 1 
 2 
Defense attorney: There is no evidence for punishment. 3 
 4 
Prosecutor’s summary: This is another extensive indictment, consisting of the most serious crime that exists in 5 
the region. The Court already stated its opinion and has written extensively about these atrocious acts. The 6 
Defendant by his actions caused the death of sixteen citizens of the State of Israel, 16 innocent individuals. In 7 
this case a tragedy occurred which is worthwhile to note. The Defendant caused the death of David Appelbaum 8 
and Nava Appelbaum. We are talking about a father and daughter, who were eating together in a coffee shop 9 
the night before the daughter’s wedding. This was a father separating from his daughter. Unfortunately, both 10 
were separated from this world in this cruel way. 11 
I ask that the Defendant be given the proper and appropriate punishment in this situation, which is life 12 
imprisonment for each murder, and another two life sentences for each attempt related to each attack. Namely, I 13 
am asking to impose 18 consecutive life sentences on the Defendant. 14 
 15 
Defense Attorney’s summary: As I customarily do in these types of cases, I leave the stage to the Defendant 16 
himself to petition the court about the circumstances and motives. The level of the punishment in these cases is 17 
established. The accomplices were tried. For example, prosecution witnesses 17 and 18, and others who were 18 
tried in Israel. I ask that if in fact life imprisonment is imposed, that it be only one life sentence, and not 18 19 
consecutively. 20 
 21 
The Defendant in his final words: We are talking about a period that passed. This brings us into a new period. I 22 
wish that your government does not return us back to this cycle of violence. Don’t expect at all that in this 23 
lifetime the Roman saying “Be my Master and I will be your slave” will happen. We are a national freedom 24 
movement. We are like any national freedom movement in the world. We don’t want to be in mourning like 25 
you are in mourning. We do not wish on ourselves the torture that you underwent. On that day when you were 26 
given the choice whether to be slaves or masters, you objected and became like the hero Shimshon. It isn’t 27 
possible that we would be less than that. Maybe you asked yourselves what are the motives of a person who 28 
planned and committed these acts. Are they motives like that which the media publicizes, are they motives out 29 
of a love of terror and murder, or motives of self-defense. When we feel a lack of self-confidence, when our 30 
mothers are crying and our children are being killed. We in our movement are in favor of equality. Our blood is 31 
as red as yours. My wife is as important to me as your wife is. We want equality among everyone. On the land 32 
on which this courtroom is built, one of my students was killed, when he was just a baby. He was in his 33 
mother’s lap, not in a tank, he did not fight. I hope that your government does not return us back to this cycle. 34 
Such is life. 35 
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Military Court - Judea  1 
 2 
Appearing before the Presiding Judge: Major Yair Tirosh 3 
    Judge: Major Dalia Kaufman 4 
    Judge: Major Zeev Afik 5 
 6 
The Military Prosecution 7 
(Represented by First Lieutenant Rani Amer) 8 

vs. 9 
 10 
Defendant: Saleh Subhi Da’ud Dar Musa ID 933470130 / Prison Service – present 11 
(Represented by Attorney Iliya Theodori – present) 12 

 13 
Sentence 14 

 15 
The Defendant was convicted on his own admission, of a long line of acts of murder that were committed in 16 
two different incidents. The one, a suicide attack that was committed on September 9, 2003 in the bus station 17 
adjacent to the Assaf Harofeh Hospital. The second, an attack that was committed on the same day in Café 18 
Hillel in Jerusalem. 19 
 20 
The serious actions of the Defendant, as they are reflected in the indictment, in which 16 innocent people were 21 
killed and dozens of others injured, requires us to sentence him to 16 life sentences for the murder of each 22 
person, and an additional life sentence for the rest of the offenses for which he was convicted. 23 
 24 
The Defendant will serve 17 consecutive life sentences. 25 
 26 
The complete reasoning behind the decision will be published below. 27 
 28 
Right to appeal within 30 days from the date of the issuance of the reasons. 29 
 30 
Handed down and published today, July 14, 2005 in open court and in the presence of the parties. 31 
 32 
[signature]   [signature]    [signature] 33 
Judge    Presiding Judge   Judge 34 
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[Signature:] 

Hen Ben 

Shoham 
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Military Court - Judea  1 
 2 

Appearing before the Presiding Judge: Major Yair Tirosh 3 
    Judge: Major Dalia Kaufman 4 
    Judge: Major Zeev Afik 5 
 6 
The Military Prosecution 7 
(Represented by Deputy Rani Amer) 8 

vs. 9 
 10 

The Defendant: Saleh Subhi Da’ud Dar Musa ID 933470130 / Prison Service – present 11 
(Represented by Attorney Iliya Theodori – present) 12 

 13 
Reasons of the Sentence 14 

 15 
The Defendant, born in 1964 a resident of Beit Laqiya, was convicted on his own admission, of a long line of 16 
offenses which were committed from 2001 until the date of his arrest in October 2003. 17 
 18 
Inter alia, the Defendant was convicted for his membership and activity in an illegal organization, by the fact 19 
that he was a member of Hamas organization and for the offense of rendering services to an illegal organization 20 
by recruiting a number of additional individuals for the Hamas organization in order to carry out attacks against 21 
Israeli targets. 22 
The main offenses for which the Defendant was convicted involved two serious attacks that occurred on 23 
September 9, 2003 adjacent to the “Assaf Harofeh” Hospital in Zerifin and in the “Hillel” coffee shop in 24 
Jerusalem. 25 
 26 
The Defendant played a most central role in the commission of the attacks shown by the fact that he was both 27 
the mastermind behind the planning and also the person who sent the suicide bombers. The Defendant acted 28 
coolly and intensively to locate an appropriate place to commit the attacks, while the main consideration that 29 
guided him in respect to the location was the desire to create the largest number of victims. Additionally, the 30 
Defendant chose the suicide bombers and trained them personally in order to make sure that they would 31 
precisely carry out the planned attacks. The Defendant even confirmed the delivery of the explosive belts to the 32 
suicide bombers who were chosen by him to commit the attacks. 33 
 34 
As a result of the Defendant’s grave actions, two attacks occurred. The first happened adjacent to the “Assaf 35 
Harofeh” Hospital in Zerifin, when a suicide bomber exploded in a bus station at about 5:45 p.m. At the time 36 
the place was full of people and as a result of the attack the following individuals were killed: 37 
 38 
Yehonatan Peleg of blessed memory 39 
Felix Nikolaichuk of blessed memory 40 
Yael Kfir of blessed memory 41 
Mazi Gorgi of blessed memory 42 
Haim Alfasi of blessed memory 43 
Yaakov Ben Shabbat of blessed memory 44 
Twito Prosper of blessed memory 45 
Efrat Shwartzman of blessed memory 46 
Liron Siboni of blessed memory 47 
 48 
35 other individuals who were at the bus station or near it at the time were also injured in this attack. 49 
A number of hours afterward, at about 11:00 p.m., the second attack took place at the “Hillel” coffee shop in 50 
the German Colony in Jerusalem. In that attack another suicide bomber blew himself up after he succeeded in 51 
entering the coffee shop despite the resistance of the security guard who was watching the location and who 52 
himself was killed as a result of the attack. The damage caused as a result of the explosion was extensive both 53 
in lives and property. In this murderous attack in Jerusalem the following were killed: 54 

[Signature:] 

Hen Ben 

Shoham 
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 1 
Alon Mizrahi of blessed memory 2 
Shafik Kerem of blessed memory 3 
David Appelbaum of blessed memory 4 
Nava Appelbaum of blessed memory 5 
Gila Moshe of blessed memory 6 
David Shimon Avizadris of blessed memory 7 
Yehiel (Emil) Tubol of blessed memory 8 
 9 
In addition, dozens of people who happened to be in the area of the coffee shop at the time were injured in the 10 
incident. 11 
 12 
Today there stands before us the Defendant who admitted to the offenses charged against him and with 13 
undeniable brazenness justified his criminal actions and did not express regret over the terrible outcome that he 14 
caused. It does not need to be said that as a result of the Defendant’s actions, completely innocent people were 15 
killed such as the deceased Dr. David Appelbaum who was in the coffee shop with his daughter who was about 16 
to be married the following day, whose entire life was dedicated to saving people’s lives without differentiating 17 
between race, gender or religion. Naturally this reference is not meant to disrespect any of the victims in the 18 
attacks, each one of whom constituted an entire world in themselves which was snuffed out in a minute as a 19 
result of the atrocious deeds of the Defendant and his accomplices. 20 
 21 
Our sages expounded that “one who spills the blood of another, his own blood shall be spilled”. Under the 22 
circumstances of this case we are bound by the provisions of the law in practice and this is how we acted with 23 
the Defendant. 24 
 25 
Case law has long held that the proper punishment for a murderer who deprives a person of his life is a life 26 
sentence for each victim that he killed. Therefore we decided to impose on the Defendant 16 life sentences for 27 
each of those murdered as a result of his abominable actions. Likewise, we decided to impose an additional life 28 
sentence on the Defendant for all the other deeds that he was convicted of in front of us. 29 
 30 
Due to the circumstance, we decided that the 17 life sentences given to the Defendant will be served 31 
consecutively. 32 
 33 
Finally we would like to state that even in the present reality where we have become used to sitting in judgment 34 
on defendants who commit the most horrendous acts, the Defendant’s actions reached the lowest level that can 35 
be described in terms of their contemptibility. The Defendant stood before us shamelessly today wearing a 36 
satanic smile and instead of apologizing for the terrible crimes that he committed on innocent people, justified 37 
his actions with all sorts of political excuses that should not be given any further platform. It is totally clear to 38 
us that the Defendant does not even now regret his actions and it is fitting that he should sit behind bars for the 39 
rest of his life. 40 
 41 
Our duty is to protect innocent people from murderers like the Defendant and to keep them far from society 42 
forever and this is how we acted in this case. 43 
 44 
Right to appeal within 30 days from the date of the reasons. 45 
 46 
Handed down and published today, July 14, 2005, in open court and in the presence of the parties. 47 
 48 
[signature]   [signature]    [signature] 49 
Judge    Presiding Judge   Judge 50 
 

 

[Signature:] 

Hen Ben 

Shoham 
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